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Abstract | The discovery and continued development of the laser has revolutionized both science
and industry. The advent of miniaturized, semiconductor lasers has made this technology an
integral part of everyday life. Exciting research continues with a new focus on nanowire lasers
because of their great potential in the field of optoelectronics. In this Review, we explore the
latest advancements in the development of nanowire lasers and offer our perspective on future
improvements and trends. We discuss fundamental material considerations and the latest, most
effective materials for nanowire lasers. A discussion of novel cavity designs and amplification
methods is followed by some of the latest work on surface plasmon polariton nanowire lasers.
Finally, exciting new reports of electrically pumped nanowire lasers with the potential for
integrated optoelectronic applications are described.
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In 1916, Albert Einstein theorized the existence of stimulated emission, thus providing the underpinnings of
lasing action1. Expanding on these principles, Charles
Townes and Arthur Schawlow laid the foundation2 for
Theodore Maiman to demonstrate the first working laser
using a ruby gain medium3. Since these early developments, the use of lasers has been extended to many areas,
and lasers have evolved considerably owing to innovations in the fields of materials, optics and electronics
(FIG. 1). The addition of new functionalities and improved
properties has led to the emergence of new industries and
contributed to the growth of existing industries4.
From the time of its inception to the present day, there
has been intense interest in the miniaturization of the
laser. The advent of compact semiconductor lasers has
fundamentally changed the pace and nature of miniaturization and enabled the development of new technologies,
such as optical fibre communications, image scanning,
compact disc players, barcode scanners, laser printers, and
compact light detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems5.
Recently, the push to shrink lasers has provided new types
of devices, such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers6,
microdisc lasers7 and photonic crystal lasers8, some of
which are used commercially. Although miniaturization
has allowed the widespread adoption of lasers, the next
frontier in laser research is set to revolutionize the field of
optoelectronics. In the past decade, academic research has
increasingly focused on exploring and developing nanoscale lasers for applications in on‑chip photonic devices9
and ultrasensitive sensors10. One of the principal areas
of research in this field is the semiconductor nanowire:
a quasi-one-dimensional semiconductor that simultaneously acts as an optical gain medium and optical cavity

that, in some cases, possesses the intrinsic capability to
lase9,11,12. This property, along with the ability to tune the
emission wavelength and its potential for electrical integration, makes the nanowire laser a promising candidate
for use in the next generation of optoelectronic devices.
In this Review, we introduce the concept of the nanowire
laser, relate fundamental discoveries of the field to important, recent advances, and offer our perspective on future
research directions.

Nanowire laser fundamentals
The first semiconductor nanowires were grown from
silicon using a vapour–liquid–solid growth mechanism
that used a gold metal catalyst to facilitate 1D, crystalline growth13. Using this vapour–liquid–solid approach,
dense arrays of ZnO nanowires were grown, for which
the first observation of laser action was reported14; therefore, this work introduced a new and facile approach for
the fabrication of nanoscale lasers (FIG. 2). In contrast to
traditional ‘top-down’ fabrication techniques that etch
macroscopic crystals to define nanoscale features, these
nanowire structures were grown from the ‘bottom up’ on
sapphire substrates coated with gold by simply heating a
mixture of ZnO and graphite in an argon atmosphere15.
The natural anisotropy and the associated facets of the
wurtzite structure of ZnO resulted in the formation of
the nanowire optical cavity.
Although this demonstration represented a breakthrough in the miniaturization of the semiconductor
laser, several questions remained regarding the nature
of the optical cavity. It was postulated that the nanowire
acts as a Fabry–Pérot cavity; however, there was limited
experimental evidence to support this claim. The first
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reported experiments14 were performed on an ensemble
of nanowires with diameters varying between 20 and
150 nm and lengths between 2 and 10 μm; the resulting
spectrum was an average of the signals from many individual nanowires. To further understand the properties
of the cavity, single nanowires were obtained by sonication of a nanowire array grown on a sapphire substrate
in ethanol followed by drop casting the solution on a
new substrate. Near-field scanning optical microscopy
was used to examine the spatially resolved photoluminescence of these nanowires when they were excited
above the lasing threshold16,17. The emission spectra
acquired from the end facets of the nanowires displayed
lasing peaks, and spectra from the end facets were much
stronger than from the side facets. These results indicated that nanowire lasers were operating by relying on
waveguided emission to improve optical feedback in the
cavity. This was further supported by reports of a diameter threshold for the lasing process; nanowires below a
certain diameter were unable to lase because of insufficient waveguide confinement 18. In addition, the lasing
peak spacing could be predicated by assuming a linear
relationship between the spacing and the reciprocal of
the nanowire length, which is characteristic behaviour
for a Fabry–Pérot cavity 19.
Before the discovery of lasing in nanowire arrays,
it was unclear if cavities with such small end facets
could support lasing, because it was thought that they
might induce substantial scattering losses and render
the cavity too inefficient to reach the lasing threshold9.
Amplification in a nanowire Fabry–Pérot cavity relies on
the optical feedback from light reflected from the crystalline end facets of the nanowire and propagated back
through the gain medium. Lasing is achieved when the
round-trip gain exceeds the round-trip losses20,21,
Γg > αm + αp = 1 ln ( 1 )+ αp
2L
R1R2

(1)

where Г is the confinement factor, g is the material gain,
αm is the mirror loss, αp is the propagation loss, L is the
cavity length, and R1 and R2 are the effective reflection
coefficients for each end facet, which are nominally
equal. As shown on the right side of equation (1), end
facet reflection efficiency has a large role in determining
mirror loss and the amount of gain required to reach the
lasing threshold. When the nanowires have diameters
that are on the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of light, the typical reflection process at the semiconductor/air interface becomes a scattering process. It
has been shown theoretically that this ‘effective reflection’
due to scattering at the end of a nanowire can be very
different from the reflection magnitude predicted using
the standard Fresnel formulae. As the scattering process
can, in some cases, significantly increase the effective
reflection of the end facets, mirror loss may be reduced22.
Another uncertainty encountered during the development of nanowire lasers was that it was unclear how
much round-trip gain could be produced to compensate for mirror loss, because nanowires are orders of
magnitude shorter in length than conventional semi
conductor laser cavities. A possible answer was found
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Figure 2 | ZnO nanowire arrays formed the first nanowire laser
cavities.
a–e | Scanning electron microscopy images of ZnO nanowire arrays grown on sapphire
substrates. f | High-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of a
single-crystalline ZnO nanowire showing no extended defects. Figure is adapted with
permission from REF. 14, American Association for the Advancement of Science.

in the confinement factor, which is typically defined as
the ratio of the optical energy inside the gain medium to
that in the total guided mode23,24. It has been suggested
theoretically that the confinement factor in a nanowire
laser could be larger than unity 23. This property has been
related to the strongly waveguiding nature of the nano
wire, in which the actual length of wave propagation
may exceed the axial length of the nanowire24. A largerthan-unity confinement factor suggests that modal gain
(that is, amplification specific to a given mode), in addition to material gain, may have a role in allowing a nanowire laser to reach the lasing threshold. In practice, this
may aid nanowire lasers in achieving lasing, which would
not be possible for a different cavity geometry.
As the study of single-nanowire lasers matures, it
becomes increasingly important to rigorously model the
nanoscale laser. Modelling helps define the lasing threshold, which can be thought of as the amount of excitation
necessary to turn the laser ‘on’. Specifically, modelling the
transition from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
to lasing oscillation enables a closer examination of the
threshold behaviour. When lasers shrink in mode volume,
the definition of the lasing threshold becomes less clear 25.
This threshold is generally determined from a power plot
describing the relationship between the input excitation
and the output emission. For a nanoscale laser, the lasing
threshold is less distinguished because a larger fraction of
the spontaneous emission is coupled into the laser mode.
Rate equation analysis to model this relationship helps
to define the threshold of nanowire lasers. The coupled
rate equations to describe the carrier density and photon
density for a single mode in a semiconductor cavity can
be defined as
dN = ηP – N – N – Гν α(N – N )S
g
0
τr τnr
dt

(2)

dS = β N + Гν α(N – N )S – 1 S
g
0
τr
τs
dt

(3)

where N is the carrier density, S is the photon density,
P is the pump intensity, η is the pumping efficiency, τr
and τnr are the spontaneous emission and non-radiative

lifetime, respectively, τs is the photon lifetime, β is the
spontaneous emission factor, N0 is the transparency
carrier density, α is the differential gain, Г is the confinement factor and νg is the group velocity. The gain is
approximated in the linear regime by equation (4):
g = α(N – N0)

(4)

By solving for these coupled rate equations under
steady-state conditions, the photon density can be plotted as a function of pump intensity, as shown in FIG. 3 for
various values of β. In this example, the numerical values
for α, τs, τr and τnr, Г and N0 used to construct this plot
are obtained from modelling GaN nanowire lasers26. The
value of β is the fraction of spontaneous emission coupled
into the laser mode of interest. A high β value is crucial
for applications, because it improves the nanowire laser
emission efficiency and is also necessary for nanowire
lasers with high modulation frequency27. In general, as the
cavity volume shrinks, the spontaneous emission factor
increases and the threshold ‘softens’, making the transition to lasing less abrupt 25,28. By fitting the experimental
power plot to a calculated plot, the lasing threshold can
be more quantitatively defined. Furthermore, by plotting
the output power against the pumping power on a log–log
scale, the change of the slope of the ‘S’ curve demonstrates
a lasing threshold transition that is often associated with
the ‘superlinear’ regime20,21,29. Notably, when β = 1 and τnr is
large compared with τr, the S curve becomes a straight line
and lasing is seemingly ‘thresholdless’ (FIG. 3; black trace).
A recent quantum statistics study of nanoscale lasers
suggested that, even without a distinct threshold in the
input versus output plot, it may be possible to determine
a finite threshold27. Qualitatively, the slope of the S curve
may also help to identify false positives in experiments,
which may be caused by the nonlinear sensitivity of the
detector, insufficient data or the exclusive observation of
ASE. In general, quantification of the lasing threshold is
always preferable. It should also be noted that β values
may be overestimated in the fit depending on the experimental conditions. For example, in the case of a nanowire
lying flat on a substrate, a significant fraction of the emission will not be collected during the experiment. This is
because lasing emission is more anisotropic than spontaneous emission; therefore, the collection scheme may lead
to a slight overestimation of the value of β.

Semiconductors for nanowire lasers
Since its first demonstration, the bottom‑up synthesis
of semiconductor nanowires with high optical quality
has generated tremendous interest in the nanomaterials
community because of the potential advantages it offers
for the fabrication of nanolasers compared with more
conventional top-down techniques. For example, topdown techniques tend to require time-consuming and
complex steps, which can result in elevated costs. In addition, extensive fabrication expertise and great care are
necessary to produce the high-quality, nanoscale structures required for successful lasing. By contrast, chemical
synthesis of nanostructures can be relatively simple and
less time consuming. For example, in the case of ZnO
nanowires, the synthesis can take just 5–30 minutes
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Figure 3 | Calculated power plot
of a hypothetical
GaN
Nature
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laser with different values of β. The pump intensity is
normalized to the lasing threshold. Although clear ‘S’
curve behaviour is demonstrated at low values of β, the
transition to ‘thresholdless’ is evident as the value of β
increases. β, spontaneous emission factor.

after preparation15. Another advantage, which has been
explored extensively, is that bottom‑up techniques can be
used to prepare new semiconductor materials suitable for
nanowire lasers. This is particularly important because
traditional semiconductors, such as ZnO and CdS, are
often difficult to handle using conventional cleanroom
techniques. The use of relatively simple tube furnaces to
grow nanowires of high crystalline quality is attractive
for the initial exploration of new materials. These tube
furnaces eliminate the need for the sophisticated reactors used in metalorganic chemical vapour deposition or
molecular beam epitaxy.
The development of nanowire lasers made from
GaN also represents the first extension of the singlenanowire laser to new material systems beyond ZnO.
Single-crystalline GaN nanowires were grown in a bottom‑up synthesis method for single-nanowire lasers30.
One year later, the first example of lasing from a core–
shell heterostructure that consisted of a GaN core with
an epitaxial shell of Al0.75Ga0.25N was demonstrated31.
The core–shell nanowires were synthesized by a one-step
chemical vapour deposition process with spontaneous
phase separation in the synthesized nanowires forming
a 5- to 40‑nm‑thick GaN core. The Al0.75Ga0.25N shell
forms a type I junction with GaN and possesses a smaller
refractive index than that of GaN (2.54 and 2.25, respectively), which enables this structure to function as a thin
GaN nanowire core embedded in AlGaN cladding. These
works led to the study of new material systems and heterostructures for nanowire lasers, which are described in
the remainder of this Review. Since these early studies, the
library of nanowire laser materials has expanded enormously, resulting in nanolasers that emit in the ultraviolet
(UV), visible and near‑infrared regions. This wide range
in emission wavelengths can be seen in demonstrations
for ZnO (REFS 14, 17, 30), GaN (REFS 16, 26, 32, 33), InGaN
(REF. 34), CdS (REF. 35), CdSe (REF. 36), CdSSe (REF. 37), GaAs
(REF. 38), InGaAs (REF. 39), AlGaAs (REF. 40), ZnS (REF. 41),
CdSe (REF. 36), GaSb (REF. 42) and InP (REFS 43, 44).

Wavelength selection in nanowire lasers
Many photonics applications could be enabled or en
hanced by the use of wavelength-tunable, nanoscale lasers.
These applications include sensing 45, white light generation46,47 and optoelectronic integrated circuits12. Discrete
colour tunability can be achieved by using different gain
materials, with the ultimate goal of achieving continuous wavelength tunability to tailor emission to a specific
application. Another approach to tune the wavelength is
by modifying the dielectric environment of the cavity via
the excitation intensity 30, cavity length48, substrate properties49 or cavity design50,51. However, this strategy can
only be applied for a limited wavelength range and can be
impractical to implement in some cases. Here, we focus
our discussion on tuning the composition of the gain
medium for controlling the emission wavelength.
Alloying is a well-known technique for modifying
the bandgap of a material and has been applied to various semiconductors52. In alloyed thin films of some
materials, issues relating to phase separation due to
lattice mismatch have arisen. Many of these problems
have been overcome by using nanowires formed under
carefully controlled growth conditions. Compositional
tunability in CdSxSe1−x nanowires on the same chip was
demonstrated37. Through careful control of the temperature gradient in the growth furnace, CdSxSe1−x nanowire
arrays were grown with x = 0 to 1 over a relatively short
(1.2‑cm-long) substrate. These nanowire arrays exhibited
chip position-dependent emission ranging from 498 to
692 nm depending on the composition. Upon optical
excitation above the lasing threshold, the nanowires
were found to lase across an unprecedented 189‑nm‑wide
wavelength range.
Extending this technique further, the growth of
compositionally variable nanoribbons of CdSxSe1−x
and ZnγCd1−γS was also demonstrated53. These nano
ribbons were found to lase from the UV (340 nm) to the
near‑infrared (710 nm) regions with well-defined growth
parameters that provide precise control over the emission
wavelength to achieve overlapping coverage across the
spectrum. Besides these proven nanowire lasers, other
strategies have been developed to grow promising, compositionally graded nanowires. For example, in addition
to control of the temperature gradient, a composition gradient in the source material was also exploited to grow
InxGa1−xN alloy nanowires54, whereby the full composition range between InN and GaN was realized for the first
time. The demonstrations of alloy composition control
through a temperature gradient 37 and elemental gradient54 led to the simultaneous exploration of both gradients
using a growth apparatus that allowed substrate tilting and
optimization of the temperature profile55,56. This dualgradient method enabled the growth of ZnxCd1−xSySe1−y
in its full composition range from ZnS to CdSe on a
single substrate with emission spanning the full visible
spectrum56. With further development, these methods
for synthesizing broadly tunable materials may provide
more facile access to high-quality nanowires for lasing.
This concept of compositional control providing emission tunability has also been demonstrated in compositionally graded single nanowires of CdSxSe1−x (REF. 57).
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Owing to asymmetric light propagation, a compositionally graded nanowire will only lase at the lowest
energy wavelength, because all higher-energy emission
is attenuated by the low-bandgap regions of the nanowire58. However, by folding the wide-bandgap side of
the flexible nanowires into a loop cavity, simultaneous
lasing could be observed at different wavelengths in the
same nanowire59. Tunability over the red‑to‑green part
of the spectrum was achieved through variable optical pumping, such that the output ratio from the two
cavities could be tuned continuously between the two
colours. By incorporating a third, blue loop cavity, this
approach may allow for continuous tunability across
the entire visible spectrum. The most recent strategy
for controlling the lasing wavelength of compositionally graded CdSxSe1−x nanowires relies on cleaving the
nanowires to the required size60 (FIG. 4a). The lasing
wavelength may be selected by using a bend‑to‑fracture
method on the nanowire to remove undesired low-bandgap material. The free spectral range — or the mode
spacing dictated by the length of the Fabry–Pérot cavity — may be tuned by removing material from the
high-bandgap end without significantly changing the lasing wavelength. These two operations can provide highly
tunable, single-mode nanowire lasers. This approach
was demonstrated to yield nanowire lasers operating
over a wide spectral range (119 nm).
Recently, methyl ammonium lead halide perovskites
were identified as a promising gain material for application in various optoelectronic systems61,62. These
inorganic–organic hybrid materials exhibit high absorption cross sections, efficient photoluminescence, long
diffusion lengths and low trap-state densities61. Initial
reports of ASE in hybrid perovskite thin films indicated
that methyl ammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) has high
material gain with a low ASE threshold63. In addition,
by using a mixture of methyl ammonium salts for film
fabrication, wide wavelength tunability of the ASE peak
was demonstrated. This study was shortly followed by
detailed photophysical studies64, in which a bimolecular
free carrier electron−hole recombination mechanism
was reported to be responsible for the 70% photoluminescence quantum efficiency observed in thin films of
MAPbI3. In addition to ASE from thin films, low-threshold lasing in MAPbI3 films contained in a vertical-cavity
optical structure was also demonstrated65. These initial reports established the ease with which perovskite
materials could be made to lase while also providing the
foundation for other laser cavity designs.
Recently, lasing in a perovskite nanowire cavity was
reported for the first time, with the crucial breakthrough
being the synthesis of nanowires with high optical quality and suitable dimensions66. The perovskite nanowires
were grown by exposing a lead acetate film to a solution of methyl ammonium halide salt, and the resulting
nanowires were shown to lase at room temperature under
optical excitation. Furthermore, the ability to tune the
composition of the nanowires by changing the ratio of the
halide salts in the growth solution enabled lasing across
the visible spectrum (FIG. 4b). Although these nanowires
possess remarkable optical properties, it is even more
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700
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600
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550
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Nature
| Materials
Figure 4 | Nanowire lasers offer
broadReviews
wavelength
selection. a,b | Compositionally graded CdSxSe1−x
nanowire photoluminescence spectra and optical images
under laser excitation demonstrating nanowire
position-dependent emission. c,d | Optical and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images of alloyed methyl
ammonium lead halide nanowires and plates. e | SEM
image (top) and energy dispersive X‑ray spectroscopy
images depicting the elemental distribution of Pb, Br and
Cl in the alloyed nanowire. f | Broad wavelength tunability
achieved over nearly 300 nm by tuning the elemental
composition of the nanowire laser. a.u., arbitrary units;
PL, photoluminescence. Panels a and b are adapted with
permission from REF. 60, American Chemical Society.
Panels c–f are from REF. 66, Nature Publishing Group.

impressive that they were grown under ambient conditions. This is in stark contrast to the synthesis methods
used to produce most other nanowire lasers, which rely
on high temperatures or vacuum synthesis processes.
Another notable approach involved the growth and
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Figure 5 | Creating a cleaved-coupled cavity nanowire laser.
a | Scanning
electron
micrographs of a GaN cleave-coupled nanowire laser cavity. The gap size and position
were chosen to optimize the cavity for single-mode lasing. b | Finite-element method
simulations showing the transmission and reflectance of a waveguide mode for
different gap sizes. c | Photoluminescence spectra for the lasing modes of the individual
nanowire components (green and blue) and the coupled nanowires (red). a.u., arbitrary
units. Figure is adapted with permission from REF. 26, National Academy of Sciences.

subsequent exposure of PbI2 nanowires to methyl ammonium halide vapour to produce perovskite nanowires67.
Although the nanowire morphology was maintained, the
lasing properties were significantly less impressive than
those achieved with the solution-phase growth method
that produced superior-quality nanowire lasers.
Although they exhibit excellent performance, hybrid
perovskite nanowires are well known for their intrinsic
instability 68,69. Various strategies have been pursued to
improve their stability, with many focused on replacing
the reactive methyl ammonium cation with an alternative
cation. A recent report demonstrated that formamidinium (CH(NH2)2+) lead halide nanowires offer considerably improved stability compared with methyl ammonium

lead halide nanowire lasers, and they successfully lase for
over 108 excitation cycles while still offering a high degree
of wavelength tunability 70. Alternatively, the organic
cation can be abandoned altogether, because cation
replacement with caesium has opened up a new route to
highly luminescent, stable materials71. The first reports
of colloidal nanocrystals made from caesium lead halides demonstrated similar wavelength tunability to that
of the hybrid perovskite materials and remarkably high
photoluminescence quantum efficiencies72,73. Moreover,
ASE was demonstrated in thin films of nanocrystals with
a low lasing threshold compared with that of perovskite
materials74,75. These reports were shortly followed by the
synthesis and characterization of colloidal76 and non-colloidal77 caesium lead halide perovskite nanowires. The
non-colloidal nanowires were found to have comparable lasing thresholds and Q‑factors to those of hybrid
perovskite nanowire lasers, albeit with one significant
difference: the all-inorganic perovskite nanowires were
found to be ultrastable under lasing conditions, continuing to lase even after 109 excitation cycles77. High stability
under ambient conditions was also observed during both
lasing and storage. Mild growth conditions, excellent
performance and constantly increasing stability make
perovskite-based nanowire lasers a promising material
for the future.

New nanowire laser cavity structures
The compact form factor of 1D nanowire lasers has
also enabled the development of nanowires for photonic applications, such as nanoscale optical routing 78,
nanoscale electro-optic modulators79 and single-cell
probes80. A range of alternative cavity structures has also
been explored through either bottom‑up or top-down
fabrication strategies. One of the first alternative structures was an adaptation of the vertical ZnO array; by
carefully controlling the nanowire growth conditions81,
dendritic ZnO nanowires could be grown from a ZnO
backbone82. The ZnO nanowires in these linear, regularly
spaced arrays exhibited ASE at elevated pumping thresholds, which was similar to the previously reported planar
arrays, and were hypothesized to form modified Fabry–
Pérot cavities with only a single, well-defined end facet.
The physical manipulation of flexible nanowires
provides a method for generating cavities of arbitrary
geometry with improved performance. One example is
the ring-resonator nanowire laser. Ring resonators are
typically formed by bending a pre-existing nanowire
into a continuous loop. If the overlapping nanowire sections are sufficiently coupled to allow for recirculation
of light around the loop, optical feedback is increased in
the system, thereby lowering the lasing threshold. The
first example of a nanowire ring resonator was made from
GaN, which was manipulated into a loop with the two
ends side by side50. Cavity modes were observed in the
spontaneous emission and lasing spectra, indicating the
formation of a circular resonator. In this case, when the
nanowire ring-resonator cavities were decoupled into linear cavities, the Q‑factor of the resonator dropped by 40%
(that is, the ring resonators have larger Q‑factors than
those of their linear counterparts). The ring-resonator
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Figure 6 | Surface plasmon polaritons lead to further laser miniaturization. a | Depiction of aNature
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Reviewson
| Materials
substrate forming a SPP laser cavity under optical excitation. b | Lasing threshold intensity as a function of nanowire diameter
for photonic and plasmonic laser cavities. SPP nanowire cavities are able to lase with significantly smaller diameters than
photonic cavities indicating the plasmonic nature of the cavity. c–f | Simulations of guided modes for plasmonic (panels c
and d) and photonic (panels e and f) nanowire laser cavities. g | Scanning electron micrograph (top) and optical image
(bottom) of a CdSe nanowire coupled to a silver nanowire. h | Excitation of the CdSe nanowire results in polarizationdependent emission from the silver nanowire end facet. d, diameter; h, height; I//, emission intensity with parallel
polarization; I⊥, emission intensity with perpendicular polarization; SPP, surface plasmon polariton. Panels a–f are from
REF. 96, Nature Publishing Group. Panels g and h are adapted with permission from REF. 99, American Chemical Society.

cavity has been improved substantially over the years, but
mechanical instability has been a significant issue that
has limited the application of these cavities. In a recent
report, the mechanical stability of the ring resonator was
improved by splicing the ends together using a short
polystyrene nanowire segment 83. Although the splice
increased the lasing threshold slightly, the enhanced
mechanical stability should allow for a wider range of
applications, including their use in liquid media.
Alternative cavity geometries have also been explored
to improve nanowire laser performance. Single-mode lasing is highly desirable for applications in sensing, optical
communications, spectroscopy and interferometry. The
simplest way to achieve single-mode lasing in nanowires
is by reducing the length to expand the free spectral
range, such that only one longitudinal mode exists in
the luminescence bandwidth84. However, this results in
an increased lasing threshold, because the shorter cavity
length reduces the round-trip gain. One alternative strategy relies on the formation of a cleaved-coupled cavity 26.
By cleaving a nanowire at a determined point, all but a
single lasing mode may be suppressed by modulating
the loss at the air gap. Successful device fabrication relies

on calculations of both the gap position and the size of
each cavity to modulate the lasing threshold of all the
longitudinal modes. This process was recently shown
for a GaN nanowire that was cleaved using focused
ion-beam milling (FIG. 5). This study demonstrated that
the emission quality can be improved by increasing the
gain in a single nanowire in a specified geometry, which
reduces the lasing threshold. Another strategy to achieve
single-mode lasing relies on the use of ‘loop mirrors’, in
which the nanowire is bent into a loop, resulting in both
high effective reflectivity and a shortened cavity path
length85. By bending a CdSe nanowire to include zero,
one or two loop mirrors, a threefold decrease in the lasing
threshold and near single-mode lasing were observed. As
the nanowire properties are dependent on the size and
geometry of the laser mirrors, both the lasing threshold
and modes may be tuned.
The assembly of nanowires into hierarchical photonic
structures and their integration into microresonator
structures to form hybrid photonic devices are also of
great interest for exploring cutting-edge optical phenomena. These devices rely on supporting structures that are
optically coupled to a nanowire that provides gain. The
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first study involved coupling a CdS nanowire to a resonator microcavity 86. The microcavity design was guided
by finite-difference time-domain simulations to demonstrate that lasing was possible in either linear or racetrack-style microcavities. An alternative process used a
bottom‑up synthesis exclusively to grow a photonic crystal composed of a well-ordered nanowire array 87. Each
nanowire was made up of a GaAs–InGaAs–GaAs axial
heterostructure, with the central InGaAs section acting
as the gain medium. These advances in incorporating
nanowires into hierarchical or other photonic structures
showcase the flexibility of nanowires for integration with
photonic structures. Taking these integration concepts
a step further, a GaN nanowire was used to reduce the
threshold of a room-temperature polariton laser 88. This
feat was accomplished by integrating a GaN nanowire
grown inside a microcavity with the nanowire growth
direction perpendicular to the optical axis of the cavity.
This strategy avoided the internal polarization field of
GaN, which probably reduced the quantum efficiency
in previously reported GaN-based microcavity lasers
via the quantum-confined Stark effect 89. These studies
highlight how nanowires can be used with conventional
photonic structures to explore optical phenomena, and
they also emphasize the excellent optical performance of
nanowire-based devices.

Surface plasmon polariton lasers
The miniaturization of semiconductor nanowire lasers is
limited by the diffraction limit, which is approximately
half of the optical wavelength in the medium. In general, reducing the diameter of the nanowire leads to poor
optical confinement and small modal gain, which make
photonic lasing impossible. However, nanowires can be
used as platforms for creating a new type of laser based on
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)90,91. SPP waves, which
are the collective oscillations of electrons on the surface
of a metal, have significantly shorter wavelengths than
photonic wavelengths of the same energy, which allows
the laser cavity to store and guide optical energy far below
the optical diffraction limit. The main challenge in creating a plasmonic laser has been to overcome the intrinsic absorption loss of the metal92, which prevents optical
energy from amplifying in a cavity. The strategy of applying a silver coating to a nanowire laser to harness SPPs for
lasing and to reduce the overall size of the laser structure
was first studied theoretically93 in 2007. This study suggested the existence of wavelength regions in which the
nanowire optical gain could exceed the metal loss — the
process of optical energy absorption and dissipation via
electron scattering and thermalization in a metal — to
achieve an overall positive gain. To further minimize this
loss, a new type of cavity was created by placing a dielectric spacer between the metal and the gain medium to
create a hybrid plasmonic cavity 94,95. This strategy allows
most of the optical energy to be contained in the spacer
rather than in the metal, thereby reducing metal loss.
Early theoretical work predicted that a dielectric–
metal hybrid structure could be a successful platform
for lasing 95. This was followed by the first report of SPP
nanowire lasing in a horizontal CdS nanowire on a silver

substrate, separated by a nanoscale film of MgF2 that
provides control over optical confinement, insulates the
wire from the metal and provides a transverse hybrid
cavity96 (FIG. 6). Through optical pumping, characteristic
signatures of lasing were observed that indicated that the
plasmonic nanowires were operating in a Fabry–Pérot
geometry. Photonic lasing was also easily achieved
by exchanging the silver substrate with quartz, which
allowed for a direct performance comparison. Although
both types of lasing exhibited similar thresholds owing to
their similar cavity structures, there was a significant difference in their diameter dependences. With decreasing
nanowire diameter, photonic lasing ceased near 150 nm
as optical confinement broke down, whereas plasmonic
lasing persisted down to 52 nm. Furthermore, measurements of the emission polarization confirmed the existence of plasmonic modes, because plasmons are strictly
longitudinal, whereas photonic modes have significant
transverse polarization. In addition, similar research
based on GaN nanowires on single-crystal silver 97 and
ZnO nanowires98 for operation near the SPP resonance
has continued in the past few years, leading to interesting
new results for low-threshold97 and ultrafast 98 operation.
One of the drawbacks of a transverse hybrid cavity is
the inability to separate contributions from the plasmonic
and photonic components. A unique cavity scheme was
devised to address this issue: a curved CdSe nanowire
was coupled to a small point at the side of a curved silver
nanowire99. This arrangement produced a longitudinal
hybrid cavity, in which optical excitation of the CdSe
nanowire and subsequent waveguiding generated SPP
waves in the silver nanowire. Moreover, the geometry provided spatial separation between simultaneous plasmonic
and photonic contributions to the emission output. Upon
excitation of the CdSe portion of the cavity, light output
was observed from the silver nanowire end of the cavity, indicating efficient photon-to‑plasmon coupling. By
measuring the emission output from the silver nanowire,
a strong polarization dependence was observed, indicative of the electromagnetic nature of the SPP waves. An
interesting feature of this demonstration is that a strongly
localized, coherent, SPP source could be ‘delivered’ to
another point. Although great challenges still exist in
minimizing metal loss and improving the overall gain efficiency, SPP nanowire lasers offer significant advantages,
such as improved thermal management.

Electrical excitation of nanowire lasers
The nanowire lasers discussed thus far are excited optically by another laser that is orders of magnitude larger.
Although this is suitable for the fundamental study and
development of new gain media and cavity architectures,
optical excitation is unsuitable for most of the intended
nanowire laser applications, especially in the area of
on‑chip integrated photonics. Therefore, carrier excitation via electrical pumping is a much more desirable
approach. The ultimate goal for semiconductor nano
wire lasing hinges on achieving reliable lasing through
the electrical injection of electrons and holes into a dielectric–metal composite nanowire structure. The principal challenge in realizing electrically pumped nanowire
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InGaAs–InP metallic laser cavity. b | Integrated emission intensity (orange) and linewidth (blue) as a function of device
current showing a superlinear increase of emission with decreasing linewidth. c | Four polarized emission images
(polarizer direction is given by the white arrows) from a cylindrical, electrically pumped cavity demonstrating azimuthal
emission polarization. d | The linear dependence between the nanowire cavity diameter and laser emission wavelength.
a.u., arbitrary units. Panels a and b are adapted with permission from REF. 104, The Optical Society. Panels c and d are
adapted with permission from REF. 105, copyright 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.

lasers is to integrate electrodes without diminishing the
quality of the cavity to the point that lasing is no longer
possible. Similar to plasmonic lasers, metal loss has
been identified as the primary loss mechanism in electrically pumped cavities92. Overcoming this has been
a high priority and has been pursued through several
different approaches.
Lithographic, top-down techniques are currently the
most viable approach for producing electrically driven
nanowire lasers. In the first report of electrically pumped
nanowire lasing, a horizontal CdS nanowire on a Si (p2+)
substrate was coated with an insulating layer of Al2O3
followed by a Ti–Au injection layer 100. Almost a decade
passed before another promising device architecture
arose — the semiconductor core–metal shell93 structure, which was realized using a top-down fabrication
process101. Extensive modelling and experimental work
demonstrated that a semiconductor–metal core–shell
structure can facilitate gain for lasing and is amenable
for electrical injection93,101,102. As a demonstration of electrical injection lasing, an n‑InP/InGaAs/p‑InP micropillar was etched from a metalorganic chemical vapour
deposition-grown wafer to provide the gain medium
and optical cavity, while current injection was provided

by a p‑InGaAsP substrate and a Ag–SiN conductor–
insulator layer 103 (FIG. 7). The initial devices demonstrated
light emission that was characteristic of lasing, but their
performance was inhibited by significant heating. This
barrier was recently overcome by improving the structure and thermal management of the device102,104. The
newest generation of devices shows lasing thresholds
of 1.2 mA under DC bias and operation at more than
twice the threshold current. This remarkable work is
the first well-understood demonstration of lasing in a
near-nanosized cavity. A subsequent study built on this
by showing that control over the lasing wavelength as
well as emission polarization was possible105. A similar,
cylindrical cavity was electrically pumped and found
to output azimuthally polarized light, which is crucial for particle trapping and high-resolution imaging.
Facile lasing wavelength control from 1.37 to 1.53 μm
was achieved by adjusting the cavity diameter during
device fabrication.
Another strategy for electrical pumping relies on
nanowire arrays grown directly on conducting substrates
followed by post-synthetic introduction of the second
contact. Electrically pumped random lasing in AlGaN
nanowire arrays has recently been reported106. By using
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the Anderson localization of light in AlGaN–GaN heterostructures, random lasing in the UV spectral region
was achieved in a lithography-free nanowire array. The
nanowire array was grown using molecular beam epitaxy
to form an AlGaN active layer sandwiched between two
p- and n-doped AlGaN cladding layers, with the structures templated from Si‑doped GaN on n‑Si. Successful
continuous-wave operation was observed from 6 to
100 K, with a lasing threshold of 12 A cm−2 and an operational stability at over 6 times the threshold current.
Emission wavelength tunability from 319 to 335 nm
was also observed for various regions depending on
the nature of the gain cavity. Further wavelength tunability was achieved afterwards by using quantum confinement 107. The AlGaN gain medium was fabricated
as a collection of nanoparticles that lased at 262.1 nm
with comparable lasing thresholds at 77 K. These
reports show some potentially promising directions for
developing better electrically injected nanowire lasers.

Conclusions and outlook
Research conducted over the past fifteen years has significantly advanced the field of semiconductor nano
wire lasers. In particular, great progress has been made
by expanding the range of available materials and cavity structures, achieving greater control over the alloy
composition and lasing mode, and reducing lasing
thresholds. Wavelength-tunable, solution-processable perovskite nanowire lasers are a promising class
of materials capable of record-breaking performance.
Improvement of the design, performance and overall
understanding of plasmonic nanowire lasers opens up
promising avenues for the development of ultrasmall
laser cavities. Although important advances have been
made, such as achieving room temperature operation,
which was initially thought to be impossible, new
designs and a reduction of metal loss are still crucial
for further improving device performance. Finally, with
more progress in the development of electrically pumped
nanoscale lasers, future integration of these devices into
optoelectronic circuits is within reach. Ultimately, semiconductor nanowire lasers are incredibly versatile nanoscale light sources. Although they vary widely in terms of
their composition, geometry, cavity structure and lasing
mechanism, they all have the potential to supply light
for integrated photonics applications. By expanding the
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